
ISIS in the Eyes of the Dutch

Introduction 
The  presence of militant  group 
Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) is 
growing. We describe the reaction of the 
Dutch on ISIS by analyzing what they say 
on Twitter about the organization, with 
the use of text classification, topic 
modeling and visualization tools.

Objective
To find out what Dutch people say about 
the militant group ISIS on Twitter.

Methods

Results
The main topics tweeted about were: 
• Dutch politics
• ISIS in the media
• Attacks in Iraq and Syria
• ISIS and the Islam
• Refugees
• The name of ISIS
• Other terrorist organizations
• A demonstration for ISIS in the Hague 
• Support for and against ISIS from coun-
tries

The Tweets linked to the topics 
often make a statement about the topic 
or present the user’s opinion about it, 
without expressing a clear emotion.

The two most used words in all Tweets, 
‘islam’ and ‘moslims’ (muslims), are about 
religion. There are mentions for a num-
ber countries, which may have to do with 
the involvement of those in the war with 
ISIS. Other notable words are about polit-
ical- parties and leaders, Kurds and a large 
number of words describe the war with 
ISIS and violence which comes with it.

Conclusion
We found that people do not tell that 
they are scared or angry, but are often 
more disappointed in the actions of ISIS. 
Most of the Tweets are not about their 
expression of a certain emotion, but often 
just make a statement on what happened.
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• 318,049 Dutch Tweets from the years     
2014 and 2015

• Naive Bayes classifier to filter out 
Tweets not about ISIS.

• 10 Topics created by the machine learn-
ing toolkit MALLET.

• Each topic described by 20 keywords 
which are most common for the topic. 

• Topics were tagged based on the key-
words.
• The topics and a sample of 1000 Tweets 
are linked and visualised in a network 
graph for analysis. (Figure 2.)

• A word cloud was created to show the 
words which were used most often in the 
Tweets about ISIS.  (Figure 1.)

Figure 1. The word cloud displaying the most common words.

Figure 2.  A sample of the network graph with topics 
and its connected Tweets, and two Tweets linked to the 
topic “ISIS in the media”.
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(NL) “ISIS blaast een gebedshuis op, verspreidt foto’s en een 
ISIS aanhanger in NL roept dat het werk is van Shia. (Religieus) 
fanatisme is erg.”
(EN) “ISIS blows up a house of worship, distributes photo’s and 
a ISIS follower in NL calls it the work of Shia. (Religious) fanati-
cism is bad.”

(NL) “Journaal kijkend, jezus waar gaat deze maatschappij 
naartoe... #ISIS #Hamas #Israel #Syria man o man”
(EN) “Watching the news, jezus where is this society heading... 
#ISIS #Hamas #Israel #Syria man o man”
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